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Introduction: For many years, Mars surface has
been a mystery for scientists. Lately with the help of
geospatial data and photogrammetric procedures researchers were able to capture some insights about this
planet. Two of the most imperative data sources to
explore Mars are the HiRISE stereo images and MOLA
data. The photogrammetric processing of these data
sources enables scientist to accurately explore the
planet surface for different tasks particularly those related to safely landing future robotic spacecraft. This
poster outlines the photogrammetric processing of
HiRISE and MOLA data to generate reliable 3D surface information.
Methodology: We start by processing one stereo
pair collected by the HiRISE pushbroom sensor for a
pilot site on Mars. First, we corrected for the jitter, i.e.
geometric distortions due to spacecraft motion as proposed by different studies [1]. Next, point correspondence between conjugate points is established through
the Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), [2]. A
pushbroom mathematical model, [3], is then utilized to
build a relatively oriented object model. After executing the model for the image stereo pair, an automated
image matching algorithm is utilized to create a Digital
Elevation Model (DEM) for the overlapping area in the
stereo pair [4]. These DEMs although accurate still are
not complete and exhibit some blunders due to false
matching, occlusion, and smooth texture. Therefore, it
has been strongly recommended to fuse these DEMs
with laser-based DEMS, [5]. To merge these DEMs,
we implement an automated algorithm to search and
locate close by MOLA ground point and
combine
their elevations with values from the closest optical
DEM.
The MOLA data is ranging laser elevations. Data is
archived by the PDS Geosciences Node. Geodetic corrections have already been applied to the published
data and topographic models are generated, [6]. Data is
downloaded and proceeded to create a mosaic DEM
covering the test area using the nearest-neighbor interpolation method. Finally, the optical and laser DEMs is
combined to create a more accurate and comprehensive
global DEM for Mars. To co-register both optical and
range data before they are merged, trustworthy correspondence between both data is determined via the
affine transformation model and rsults are assessed
through control points. Most available methods for
fusion these data are based on Earth-based laser and
imagery, [7]. Orthophotos for the same areas are then

generated using the HiRISE images, the generated
DEMs, and the image orientation parameters defined
by the photogrammetric solution. Finally, we utilize
geospatial analysis tools to assess the topography,
slopes, and roughness of the generated surfaces. Results are then compared with those found by commercial software packages.
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